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Livia© 

Pinafore dress/dungaree dress pattern with vintage style „Livia“. 
So sweet! This dress is truly something special and will make your little girl happy! 
The dungaree dress has a lined bodice a gathered skirt and an elasticated waist. 
The straps are adjustable in length and have cute ruffles. 
Ability level - Intermediate or experienced beginner!  
This beautiful dress is perfect for every day of the year! It can also be worn with a long sleeve 
shirt in the fall or with a sweater in the winter! 
The seam allowances 1,5 cm (019⁄32in)  and hems (3 cm/13⁄16  in.) are included, as shown in 
pattern. 

Fabric recommendation for spring and summer:  
Cotton fabric, linen, lightweight denim or muslin.  
Fabric recommendation for autumn and winter:  
Baby corduroy, flannel, light denim or gabardine.  
Elastic band 2 cm/025⁄32in wide  
2 buttons 1,5 cm/ 019⁄32in 

Fabric width 140 cm /551⁄8  in,  lay out the pattern pieces on a double layer of fabric (right 
sides facing). 

Size   Fabric length   Elastic waistband          
68/74(6M/9M)  85 cm/3315⁄32in   50 cm/1911⁄16in     
80/86(12M/18M) 90 cm/357⁄16in   53 cm/2055⁄64in     
92/98(2Y/3Y)  100 cm/393⁄8in   56 cm/223⁄64in     
104/110(4Y/5Y) 105 cm/4111⁄32in  60 cm/235⁄8in                                          
116/122(6Y/7Y) 116 cm/4543⁄64in  63 cm/2451⁄64in     

Important for e-book: 
“Page, Sizing and Handling” should be set to “Actual size”. No scaling is required while 
printing. Printing orientation should be set to “Auto Portrait/ Landscape”.  
Please check if the measure square 5 cm to 5 cm/ 1 25⁄32 in. to 1 25⁄32 in. matches with 
your printing. 
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Pin right sides of bib face-
to-face. Sew together and 
topstitch along the edge. 
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Place left sides together 
and finish edge of ruffles. 
Sew two parallel lines 
along the edge. Use a large 
stitch size. Knot the 
threads together on one 
side and pull 
lower threads on the other 
side, gathering the edge to 
create ruffles. 


